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Abstract
Introduction: Insufficient research exists on the effectiveness of exercise therapy in non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
(NAFLD), particularly regarding the health-related quality of life (HRQoL) outcome. Therefore, this study aimed to assess the effects of high-intensity interval training (HIIT) compared to moderate-intensity combined resistance and aerobic
training (RT/AT) on HRQoL in NAFLD patients.
Material and methods: Twenty-three middle-aged obese women with NAFLD were enrolled in 3-month exercise
interventions of either HIIT (n1 = 12, 46.3 ± 5 years, 40.5 ± 4.1 kg/m2) or moderate-intensity combined RT/AT (n2 = 11,
45.6 ± 4.4 years, 43.5 ± 5.4 kg/m2). Secondary hepatic steatosis, liver cirrhosis, or virus C hepatitis were excluded. HIIT
was prescribed as 4 sets x 4 min at 80–85% HRmax with 3 min active recovery. Combined RT/AT was prescribed as 10
min low to moderate cycling exercises followed by 8 resistance exercises at 50–75% 1-RM. The outcomes were HRQoL,
as assessed by the Chronic Liver Disease Questionnaire (CLDQ), and the percentage of body weight change (% ∆BW).
Results: CLDQ domains were significantly improved in both HIIT & RT/AT groups compared to baselines; the
emotional function & worry domains and the total CLDQ score were significantly higher in the HIIT group (p < 0.05)
compared to the other group. Body weight was reduced by 13% & 8% in HIIT and combined RT/AT groups, respectively,
with a significant difference in the % ∆BW between the two groups in favor of HIIT.
Conclusions: Both HIIT and moderate-intensity combined RT/AT could be suggested to improve the HRQoL and
reduce body weight in middle-aged obese women with NAFLD, however, HIIT could be superior to the combined RT/AT
in improving overall HRQoL, especially the emotional aspects, and reducing body weight.

Keywords: exercise, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, quality of life, body weight change,
high-intensity interval training
Introduction
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has become a leading cause of chronic liver disease world

wide and has been estimated to affect 25% of people
around the world with the highest prevalence being in
the Middle East region (32%) [1,2]. NAFLD can increase the risk for the end-stage hepatic disease in which
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hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) can develop [3]. Patients with NAFLD experience physical and psychological symptoms such as fatigue, physical inactivity,
anxiety, depression, and reduced self-esteem that negatively impact patients’ health-related quality of life
(HRQoL) [4]. The HRQoL has been found to be significantly lower in women with NAFLD than in men counterparts, besides, a significantly negative correlation has
been found between the low HRQoL and the presence
of obesity [5]. The treatment plan of NAFLD should
incorporate strategies to improve the physical and psychological aspects of HRQoL [6], particularly in obese
women with NAFLD.
Current guidelines recommend lifestyle interventions, including diet and physical exercises, as major
strategies for the treatment of almost all patients with
NAFLD [7,8]. Exercise-based clinical trials have shown
beneficial effects in patients with NAFLD concerning
disease-related outcomes such as intrahepatic lipid
content, liver enzymes, and markers of hepatocellular
injury [9]. However, limited research work has been
done on the exercise-induced changes in the HRQoL,
independent of caloric restriction, in patients with NAFLD. Only one study has been found in this regard and
showed that the high-intensity interval training (HIIT)
led to significant improvements in HRQoL in diabetic
patients with NAFLD [10]. Because of this, more research work is needed to confirm the exercise-induced
benefits in the HRQoL outcome in isolated NAFLD and
to clarify the exercise training type that yields better benefits in HRQoL in patients with NAFLD. Therefore,
in an attempt to fill this research gap, this study aimed
to assess and compare the effects of the HIIT and the
moderate-intensity combined resistance & aerobic training (RT/AT), as two commonly used interventions in
exercise training settings, on the HRQoL and the percentage of body weight change in middle-aged obese
women with NAFLD. The results of this research may
aid current efforts directed to reduce the overall burden
of NAFLD on patients’ quality of life and direct future
exercise-based interventions in this regard.

Materials and methods
Twenty-three patients with non-alcoholic fatty liver
disease (NAFLD), recruited by physician referral, have completed this study. The diagnosis of NAFLD was
confirmed by abdominal ultrasonography, as the firstline imaging method used in clinical settings in suspected NAFLD [11], with evidence of hepatic steatosis and
absence of secondary causes of hepatic steatosis as significant alcohol intake, chronic use of steatogenic medications, and/or hereditary disorders [7]. The inclusion
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and exclusion criteria were evaluated and confirmed by
the physician. The inclusion criteria were NAFLD, women patients with simple hepatic steatosis, middle-aged
adults (ages 36–55 years), patients with class II and III
obesity (BMI of ≥35kg/m2), patients with blood pressure <140/90, and patients with glycosylated hemoglobin <6.5%. The exclusion criteria were patients with
secondary causes of liver steatosis, patients with liver
fibrosis or cirrhosis and/or end-stage liver disease, patients with hepatitis B or hepatitis C infection, patients
with hypertension or diabetes, pregnant, patients with
cardiovascular or pulmonary disorders, patients with
musculoskeletal or neurological limitations to exercise
training, and/or patients participating in other exercise
programs. Eligible patients were allocated by consecutive sampling into two groups; High-intensity interval
training (HIIT) group (n1 = 12) and combined resistance
& aerobic training (RT/AT) group (n2 = 11). The flow of
patients throughout the study can be found in the flowchart shown in Figure 1. Patients in both groups were
instructed to maintain the dietary advice given to them
by their physician throughout the intervention.
Anthropometric evaluation
At the baseline, body weight and height were measured using calibrated weight and height scale equipment, and the body mass index (BMI) for each patient
was calculated as BMI (kg/m2) = body weight (kg)/height (m2). After the interventions, the body weight was
measured once again.
HRQoL evaluation by Chronic Liver Disease
Questionnaire (CLDQ)
The HRQoL was evaluated as a primary outcome
of the study at the baseline and post-intervention utilizing the Chronic Liver Disease Questionnaire (CLDQ).
The CLDQ is a fully validated questionnaire that can
be used to assess the HRQoL for all types of liver diseases including NAFLD and has been developed by
Younossi et al. [12]. CLDQ includes 29 items in the
following domains: abdominal symptoms domain
(3 items), fatigue domain (5 items), systemic symptoms
domain (5 items), activity domain (3 items), emotional
function domain (8 items), and worry domain (5 items)
[12]. The answers to each item were Likert scale type of answers, ranging from 1 “all of the time” or (the
most impairment) to 7 “none of the time” or (the least
impairment). Scoring of the CLDQ domains was done in our study according to Younossi et al. [12]. The
score of each domain of the CLDQ was calculated by
adding the sub-scores of the specific items included in
this particular domain and then dividing by the number
of these items [12]. The overall CLDQ score was determined by adding the sub-scores of all items included in
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the study

the questionnaire and then dividing by the total number
of items (n=29), with a higher overall score indicating
a better health-related quality of life [12,13].
Percentage of body weight change (% ∆BW)
The % ∆BW was calculated for each patient after
completion of the interventions as: ∆BW (%) = (the
post-intervention BW) – (the pre-intervention BW)/(the
pre-intervention BW) × 100.
Determination of one-repetition maximum (1-RM )
The maximum load that can be lifted for one time
through a full range of motion or the one-repetition maximum (1-RM), necessary for the determination of the
intensity of resistance exercises, was determined according to Fleck and Kraemer [14]. The muscle groups tested for the 1-RM were those involved in biceps curl, triceps press, chest press, shoulder press, lateral pull-down,
leg extension, seated hamstrings curl, and calf raises. The
patients were instructed to gradually increase the load

they lift until they achieved the maximum load that only
could be lifted for one time through the full range of motion (1-RM load). Rest periods were permitted in-between the attempts during the test to reduce muscle fatigue
which could underestimate the 1-RM load.
Predicted maximum heart rate calculation
The values of the maximal heart rate (HRmax) of
patients were predicted according to this equation: predicted HRmax = 220-age [15]. The predicted HRmax was
necessary for the calculation of the target heart rate during HIIT.
Dietary instructions
All patients received dietary instructions focusing
on a healthy balanced diet without caloric restriction
prior to exercise training. Information provided included a description of the healthy food composition rather
than a calculation of the number of calories consumed
per day.
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Exercise training interventions
All exercise training sessions in both groups were
supervised by the physiotherapist and were scheduled
for three alternating days per week for 12 weeks.
High-intensity interval training (HIIT)
The training sessions were conducted in the Fitness & Rehabilitation Unit at kasr Alainy Hospital,
Cairo, Egypt. The HIIT was in the form of 4 sets ×
4 min of high-intensity exercises separated by 3 min
active recovery period, as reported by Hamasaki [16].
At first, a 5–10 min warm-up period of mild walking
was allowed. Then, the conditioning phase of exercise
protocol was prescribed as 4 intervals × 4 min of highintensity training (HIIT) on a treadmill at 80–85% of
predicted HRmax with 3 min active recovery interval
in between at 65–75% of predicted HRmax. Finally, a 5
min cool down period was permitted. In the beginning,
during the first two weeks, the patients were allowed
not to complete the whole bouts of the HIIT upon their request due to their initially lower cardiorespiratory
fitness. However, by the third week, all patients were
able to complete the entire HIIT session. All patients
were exercising using a heart rate monitoring device
cleared by the FDA (Datex-Ohmeda 3900 Pulse Oximeter, Made in USA) to ensure that each patient was
exercising within the individualized target heart rate.
The total duration of the HIIT session was 35–40 minutes.
Moderate-intensity combined resistance
and aerobic training (RT&AT)
The exercise session began with 10 minutes of aerobic cycling exercises at low to moderate intensity.
Then, patients performed 8 different resistance exercises involving major muscle groups using free weights;
the muscle groups were biceps curl, triceps press, chest

Fig. 2. The timeline of the study
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press, shoulder press, lateral pull-down, leg extension,
seated hamstrings curl, and calf raises. The number of
repetitions was 8–12 repetitions per set, for 2–3 sets of
each exercise, and with 2 min rest in between sets [17].
The resistance exercises were performed at a moderate intensity of 50–75% 1-RM. In the first two weeks,
the exercises were carried out at an intensity of 50% of
1-RM, then, the load was gradually increased and all
patients exercised at 75% of 1-RM since the beginning
of the 5th week till the end of the intervention. At the
end of the exercise session, 5 min cooling down was
permitted using low-intensity cycling exercises. The
entire duration of the combined RT/AT session was
45–50 minutes. The timeline of the study is presented
in Figure 2.
Statistical analysis
Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess the normality
of data distribution. Descriptive statistics were used to
describe the data as means ± standard deviations. Inferential statistics were used to analyze the data; the
one-way ANOVA test was used to assess the difference
between the two groups at the baseline and after the interventions. One-way repeated measures ANOVA test
was used to assess the pre- and post-intervention changes within each group. The ANCOVA test was used to
compare fatigue and systemic symptoms domains postintervention after adjusting for the baseline differences
in these domains between the two groups. Data were
presented as means ± standard deviations and p values of <0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
Social science statistics and VassarStats software programs were used for statistical analysis.
Ethical consideration
The study protocol has been approved by the Ethics
Committee of Scientific Research of the Faculty of
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Tab.1. Baseline patients’ characteristics
Variables

HIIT group (n1 = 12)

Combined RT/AT group (n2 = 11)

p-value

46.30 ± 5.00

45.60 ± 4.40

0.693

Body weight (kg)

106.00 ± 13.90

108.00 ± 14.00

0.735

(kg/m2)

40.50 ± 4.10

43.50 ± 5.40

0.145

Abdominal symptoms

3.36 ± 0.52

3.39 ± 0.33

0.858

Fatigue

2.78 ± 0.87

2.22 ± 0.33

0.055

Systemic symptoms

3.17 ± 0.69

2.60 ± 0.40

0.027*

Activity

3.56 ± 0.85

4.24 ± 0.84

0.144

Emotional function

3.11 ± 0.88

3.16 ± 0.43

0.881

Worry

3.00 ± 0.93

2.67 ± 0.57

0.327

Total score

3.09 ± 0.51

2.96 ± 0.31

0.491

Age (years)
BMI

CLDQ

Data are expressed as means ± standard deviations; BMI, body mass index; CLDQ, Chronic Liver Disease Questionnaire; * significant
p-value (<0.05) from the one-way ANOVA test.

Physical Therapy at Cairo University and has followed
the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The patients
provided their written consent before participating in
the study.

Results
At the baseline, there was a non-significant difference in anthropometric measures between the
two groups, as shown in Table 1. However, there
was a quite non-significant difference in the fatigue
domain of the CLDQ (p = 0.055) and a significant
difference in the systemic symptoms domain of the
CLDQ (p = 0.027) between the two groups, as shown
in Table 1. At the end of the interventions, there were
significant differences in the scores of all CLDQ domains compared to the baseline values in both exercise groups (p < 0.05). Also, the CLDQ emotional
function domain (p = 0.010), the CLDQ worry domain (p = 0.047), as well as the total CLDQ score
(p = 0.023) were significantly higher in the HIIT group compared to the moderate-intensity combined RT/
AT group at the end of the interventions, as shown in
Table 2. The body weight has reduced by about 13%
in the HIIT group and 8% in the moderate-intensity
combined RT/AT group, with a significant difference
in the percentage of body weight change (% ∆BW)
between the two exercise groups in favor of the HIIT
group (p = 0.036), as shown in Table 2.

Discussion
The HRQoL has been considered as an essential
outcome in the interventional research work. Patients
with NAFLD have debilitated HRQoL, nevertheless,
they receive little attention in this regard than other patient populations. Thus, we have conducted this exercise-based intervention to shed light on HRQoL changes
in response to two different forms of exercise training
in NAFLD patients. The impact of exercise training on
HRQoL, without concurrent dietary caloric restriction,
has been studied less extensively in patients with chronic liver diseases. We found one study in patients with
liver cirrhosis [18], another study in patients waiting
for liver transplantation [19], and one more study in
patients after liver transplantation [20]. Likewise, there is limited data regarding the independent effect of
exercise training on HRQoL in patients with NAFLD,
with only one study found in this regard [10]. Up to
our knowledge, our study is the first one to compare
the effect of HIIT with the effect of moderate-intensity
combined RT/AT on HRQoL in NAFLD patients. The
major findings in this study are: (a) Both HIIT and moderate-intensity combined RT/AT have induced significant improvements in all domains of CLDQ compared
to the baseline in middle-aged obese women with NAFLD. (b) HIIT was superior to the moderate-intensity
combined RT/AT in improving the emotional aspects of
HRQoL (i.e. emotional function and worry domains of
CLDQ) and the overall score of CLDQ in these patients.
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Tab. 2. Results of the exercise groups after the interventions
Variables

CLDQ

Combined RT/AT group
(n2 = 11)

HIIT group (n1 = 12)

HIIT versus RT/AT
after interventions

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

p-value

Abdominal symptoms

3.36 ± 0.52

6.42 ± 0.32*

3.39 ± 0.33

6.15 ± 0.52*

0.153

Fatigue

2.78 ± 0.87

5.98 ± 0.34*

2.22 ± 0.33

5.69 ± 0.33*

0.379

Systemic symptoms

3.17 ± 0.69

5.93 ± 0.21*

2.60 ± 0.40

5.69 ± 0.34*

0.249

Activity

3.56 ± 0.85

6.61 ± 0.37*

4.24 ± 0.84

6.45 ± 0.31*

0.293

Emotional function

3.11 ± 0.88

6.16 ± 0.45*

3.16 ± 0.43

5.67 ± 0.36*

0.010§

Worry

3.00 ± 0.93

6.00 ± 0.47*

2.67 ± 0.57

5.67 ± 0.22*

0.047§

Total score

3.09 ± 0.51

6.08 ± 0.27*

2.96 ± 0.31

5.80 ± 0.27*

0.023§

The ∆ BW (%)

–12.92 ± 5.75

–7.92 ± 4.86

0.036§

Data are expressed as means ± standard deviations; CLDQ, Chronic Liver Disease Questionnaire; ∆ BW, body weight change; * significant change from the repeated measures ANOVA test; § significant p-value (<0.05) from the one-way ANOVA test.

(c) the HIIT and the moderate-intensity combined RT/
AT induced clinically significant reductions in the BW
by 13% & 8%, respectively, in obese middle-aged women with NAFLD compared to the baseline. These
percentages of body weight change were significantly
different for the sake of the HIIT.
In our study, significant improvements in all CLDQ
domains were reported in the HIIT group compared
to the baseline. This finding was in accordance with
Abdelbaset et al. [10], who have recently shown that
8-week HIIT exercise training led to significant improvements in CLDQ scores compared to the baseline in
diabetic patients with NAFLD. Likewise, the HRQoL
domains were improved significantly in the moderateintensity combined RT/AT group compared to the baseline. This finding could be supported by Moya-Nájera
et al. [20] who showed that 24-weeks combined aerobic
and resistance training produced significant improvement in the HRQoL, assessed by SF-12 Health Survey
Questionnaire, compared to the baseline in patients received liver transplantation. Also, a combined exercise
training comprising flexibility, resistance, and aerobic
exercises has been associated with a better HRQoL than
the non-exercise group [21]. The mechanism underlying the significant improvement in the overall HRQoL
in our exercise groups, as evidenced by the significant
changes in the CLDQ total score compared to the baseline, could be the loss of body weight observed in the
two groups. This explanation can be supported by Tapper and Lai [22], who have found that weight loss led
to significant improvement in the HRQoL in patients

with NAFLD as measured by CLDQ. They implied that
this improvement was specific to the loss of body weight and not to the biochemical improvements, simply
because NAFLD patients who lose weight can better
increase their daily activity commitments [22].
With respect to fatigue and activity domains of
CLDQ, the significant improvements in these domains
compared to the baseline in our exercise groups could
be attributed to a possible increase in cardiorespiratory fitness and muscle strength from exercise training.
This explanation can be supported by reports indicating that participation in exercise training generally
tends to be associated with physical benefits such as
improved fitness levels [23]. With regard to the emotional function and worry domains of CLDQ, the significant improvements in these domains compared to
the baseline in our exercise groups could be explained
by the exercise-induced sensations of improved wellbeing and mood, a decline in anxiety and depression
symptoms, and even euphoric feelings [24]. There are
psychological and physiologic hypotheses underlying
these effects. Psychological hypotheses involve distraction, enhanced self-efficacy, and/or social interaction
mechanisms [25]. The distraction mechanism suggests
that physical exercises lead to a distraction from unfavorable stimuli, worries, and depressing thoughts [25].
The enhanced self-efficacy mechanism proposes that
exercise training practice can be perceived as a challenging mission which when accomplished properly
leads to improvement in self-confidence and a decline
in negative self-evaluation [25]. The social interaction
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hypothesis suggests that social relationships and mutual
support that occur between exercise participants play
an important role in the effects of exercise on social
well-being [25]. The physiological hypotheses include
thermogenic, endorphin, and/or monoamine mechanisms [25,26]. The thermogenic hypothesis suggests that
the rise in core body temperature following exercise
would lead to an increase in the temperature of the brain stem resulting in an overall feeling of relaxation and
reduction in symptoms of anxiety [26]. The endorphin
mechanism suggests that an increased release of the
β-endorphins following exercise is related to a positive mood and overall enhanced sensations of well-being
[26]. The monoamine mechanism suggests that exercise
leads to an increase in the bioavailability of brain neurotransmitters (e.g. serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine) which may contribute to the antidepressant and
anxiolytic effects of exercise [26]. It should be pointed
out that heavy or high-intensity exercises near maximal
work capacity, as performed by elite athletes, are associated with a worsened mood [25]. Obviously, this does
not apply to the HIIT in our study, in which the highintensity bouts were performed at a submaximal heart
rate (i.e. at 80-85% of predicted HRmax) and the active
recovery bouts were performed at 65-75% of predicted
HRmax.
Upon comparison between the two exercise training
groups in our study, the emotional function and the
worry domains were the only CLDQ domains that were significantly higher in the HIIT group compared to
the moderate-intensity combined RT/AT group after the
interventions. This finding may be supported by other
studies; Choi et al. [27], showed that post-exercise psychological states and depression items of the Hospital
Anxiety and Depression Scale were significantly improved in the HIIT group compared to the moderateintensity continuous training group in post-myocardial
infarction patients, in addition to, a notably greater reduction in insomnia in the HIIT group compared to the
other group. Another study by Abdelhalem et al. [28],
showed that the high-intensity exercise group showed
better improvement in the role emotional domain of
the Short Form 36-Item (SF-36) Health Survey than
the moderate-intensity exercise group in patients with
coronary artery disease. In these two studies [27,28],
although the sample population and the comparative
exercise protocols were not the same as in our study,
both studies reported that exercise training of higher intensity has offered more health benefits in the psychological and/or emotional states of the participants than
the moderate-intensity exercise type. Moreover, a recent meta-analysis by Oliveira et al.[29] showed that
HIIT training with adequate recovery intervals can produce greater improvement in affective psychological
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responses to exercise in healthy normal-weight and
obese individuals. On the other hand, a combined resistance and aerobic training failed to show a significant
improvement in the role emotional domain of the SF-36
Health Survey compared to the controls in liver transplant patients [20]. Another important finding in our
study regarding the HRQoL was the significantly higher
total score of CLDQ in the HIIT group compared to the
moderate-intensity combined RT/AT group after the interventions. Evidence indicates that physical activity/
exercises of higher intensities are associated with better
overall HRQoL [30–33]. The physiological mechanisms underlying the superiority of the HIIT for the overall HRQoL could be attributed to higher recruitment
of muscle fibers and greater gains in maximum oxygen
consumption (Vo2max) which would result in increased
fitness and better physical health [34]. Besides, it has
been shown that enjoyment responses were higher in
the HIIT compared to either moderate-intensity or vigorous-intensity continuous training [34,35], which could
result in better mood and emotional function.
The last findings in our study include the clinically significant reductions in the body weight observed
in the two exercise groups compared to the baseline
and the superiority of HIIT over the combined RT/AT
regarding the percentage of body weight reduction.
The BW was reduced by about 13% & 8% in the HIIT
and the moderate-intensity combined RT/AT groups,
respectively, from the baseline. Notably, these weight
reductions came in accordance with the current guidelines of the management of NAFLD which have set
a target weight loss of 7%-10% from the baseline as
a recommendation for lifestyle interventions such as
exercise interventions [7,8]. This finding may be supported by Banitalebi et al. [36], who have reported significant changes in body weight compared to the baseline following 10 weeks of both HIIT and combined
aerobic/ resistive training in type 2 diabetic women.
Also, Willis et al. [37], have shown that aerobic training and combined aerobic/ resistance training have
reduced body weight significantly in obese adults compared to the baseline. Furthermore, Khammassi et al.
[38], have shown that a 12-week HIIT program, without dietary intervention, has induced a significant change in body weight compared to the baseline in healthy
obese subjects. The clinical relevance of weight loss in
NAFLD patients has been reported by earlier studies.
It has been shown that a weight loss of ≥7% improves
liver histology and cardio-metabolic profile in patients
with NAFLD [39]. Weight loss also reduces liver biochemical tests, intrahepatic fat content, serum lipids,
and insulin in NAFLD [40,41]. Lastly, it is important
to mention that no clinically adverse events were identified over the course of the study in either group.
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As with the majority of studies, our findings have
to be seen in light of some limitations. The main limitations to the generalization of our results are the relatively small sample size of the study resulted from the
increased dropouts and the non-randomized allocation
of the patients. Also, relying on a regression equation to
estimate the age-predicted maximum heart rate (HRmax)
instead of direct HRmax measurement by a graded exercise test represents another limitation. Furthermore, adherence statistics and patients’ compliance to the dietary
instructions were not assessed in this study. Nevertheless, our study has a number of strengths, which include
being the first study to assess and compare the different
effects of two common types of exercise training on the
HRQoL in patients having isolated NAFLD without coexisting diabetes or cardiovascular diseases, in whom
the baseline HRQoL was only affected by the health issues related to the NAFLD itself and not to a combination with other co-existing medical conditions. Besides,
the exercise training interventions implemented in our
study were closely supervised by the physiotherapist.
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Conclusions
A definite conclusion cannot be drawn because of
the small sample size of the study, nevertheless, we can
suggest that both HIIT and moderate-intensity combined RT/AT may be effective exercise-based interventions to improve the health-related quality of life and
induce clinically significant reductions in body weight
in obese middle-aged women with NAFLD. In addition,
the HIIT may be proposed as a superior intervention to
the moderate-intensity combined RT/AT for improving
the overall HRQoL, particularly, the emotional healthrelated quality of life, and reducing body weight in this
patient population. Finally, our findings can be viewed
as preliminary observations that may guide future research work in the area of exercise/physical activity promotion for better HRQoL of patients with NAFLD.
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